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(Accessory). Turns any keyboard into an EASY To PLAY instrument instantly! Inexpensive and

self-adhesive, they attach to any size keyboard in seconds. The LINK to a system which has taught

millions to play music.
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Make sure you stick these to the top of the keys, not as shown in picture, because if you don't, the

ink will wear off within a week of playing. Place them somewhere where your fingers will not have

contact with them.

My 7 1/2 and 6 year old daughters are learning how to play the piano, and I was looking around for

some keyboard stickers to help them learn the names of the piano keys. When I was younger, my

mom used circular adhesive labels that left sticky residue on our piano keys as they wore off. So,

when I found these key stickers (and for so cheap! - $[...]) I ordered them right away,The product

description doesn't provide a lot of information, but the package contains a sheet with 8 sets of key

stickers. Rather than use them all at once, we put a set each on the two octaves centered on middle

C. I noticed right off that the key stickers had enough stick to stay on the keys during normal playing

but could be removed without too much effort and replaced on the sticker sheet.Now, after about 4

months of intermittent use, I noticed that the printing had begun to wear off the stickers. I suppose it

was inevitable and not too surprised. I was also glad I hadn't put all the stickers out at once. And for



$[...], I don't mind getting another package in another year or two when I run out. Definitely a good

value for the money!

I got these to help my daughter see visually where the notes are. They stick really well and the peel

of nicely too without residue. Not sure yet about the fading of print as I just got it, but I will update

this post if anything changes.I placed the stickers as high up the key as I can and when my

daughter (8yrs old) plays, her fingers don't really touch them When I play, even when my fingers

rest on them, I don't really feel that it's there. I think it's great for people who are just starting to get

familiar with notes and their placement on the keys.

Place the stickers exactly where you want them because it does not look so nice when you re-stick.

Worth the price. Get it. Bought 3 packs so not a biggie when you have to replace one.

I ordered two because people said the sticker wore off..but if you put them at the top of the key not

where the fingers touch they last.

I recommend these to anyone learning to play piano.And I also recommend you get more then one

set , they will eventually wear out.Need to place them high on the key as to not hit with your fingers

much, will wear them out faster.But still a wonderful product.

I got these for my 3 year old daughter to just fool around with the piano. After adding these, she can

play simple songs after a little practice. Having the letters there to guide her has helped her a lot.

Looking forward to more practice...and the stickers stick great and remove easily. Great product!

I'm a electric guitarist and I played a bit of piano when I was 6-7 years old. I don't mean to bash this

product, but I don't think these stickers were for me.I peeled them off after 24 hours because I found

them to be more distracting than helpful. If you have an understanding of the musical alphabet, then

I don't think these are necessary. It can actually do more harm than good if you get so used to them

being there and start depending on them like crutches.I think the good old fashion way of studying

and spending some time printing out blank keyboards and writing out lettering would be a more

helpful way to learn.Again, I am not bashing the product, the stickers are good quality but it just

wasn't for me.
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